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Over the past couple of years, we have noticed an increase in sellers offering short message
service (SMS) phone-verified account (PVA) services. SMS PVA services help circumvent
the SMS verification mechanism by providing an alternative mobile number that customers
can use to register for online services and platforms. This type of service can be used by
malicious actors to register disposable accounts in bulk or create phone-verified accounts
for conducting fraud and other criminal activities.
Methods of circumventing SMS verification are not novel. Older methods involve renting out
virtual mobile numbers, using an SMS gateway service or VoIP systems, or buying readymade PVA from underground sellers.1, 2 Modern SMS PVA services sell only the actual
verification code needed at the time of account registration. The SMS message reception
and parsing process is hidden behind the curtain — the service user no longer needs
to manage a farm of virtual numbers, parse text messages for the verification code from
an SMS gateway, or buy PVA accounts from unknown sellers that are easily identified as
fraudulent and risk account termination. The SMS confirmation numbers are conveniently
available via API.
Furthermore, our investigation into SMS PVA has led us to discover that at least one operator
has built the service on top of a botnet involving thousands of infected Android phones. The
affected Android phones are used to receive, parse, and report the SMS verification codes
without the owners’ knowledge and consent.
The users are compromised if they either purchased a device that was preloaded with the
malicious software downloader or installed a malicious application that infected the device
and deployed the malicious code. By using these infected Android phones and focusing
on account verification codes, SMS PVA operators are able to scale up, offering low-cost
access to thousands of mobile numbers in different countries. This enables cybercriminals
to register new accounts in bulk and use them for various scams and fraudulent schemes,
or participate in inauthentic user behavior.
This research presents the details of our investigation into SMS PVA, the Android malware
used to intercept SMS verification messages, and the crimes and abuses enabled by such
a service. We also discuss the wider implications of SMS PVA in challenging the integrity of
SMS verification as a means to prevent inauthentic accounts.

Introduction
Smartphones have become ubiquitous in our daily lives. A person’s smartphone is always on, and with
the advent of cheap mobile internet and the proliferation of Wi-Fi hotspots, smartphones are almost
always online. Smartphones also have access to sensitive information, such as online service credentials,
authentication tokens, two-factor credentials, and banking and financial applications.
Many smartphone capabilities and features used to be contained in users’ computers or laptops. But
smartphones are different from computers because essentially, they are still a phone with both a SIM card
and the ability to receive and accept calls and text messages. It is therefore no surprise that, because of
the features and data in these devices, mobile phones play a significant role in underground markets.3
In recent years, SMS verification has been implemented by major internet platforms and services as a
means for human verification during account creation. Confirmation codes are sent via SMS by one-time
password (OTP) providers and used as part of the two-factor authentication (2FA) process. This method
of verification and authentication has seen wide acceptance since smartphones are seen as personal
devices that are always within their owners’ reach.
However, the very same features that make smartphones a good tool for security verification and
authentication are now being abused by cybercriminals for profit and service abuse. During the past year
or so, we have seen the rise of SMS PVA services, wherein mobile numbers are sold online for the sole
purpose of creating accounts in various internet platforms and services.
The presence of SMS PVA services makes another dent on the integrity of SMS verification as the primary
means of account validation. The scale to which SMS PVA is able to supply mobile numbers means that
the usual methods to ensure validity — such as blocklisting mobile numbers previously tied to account
abuse or identifying numbers belonging to VoIP services or SMS gateways — won’t be enough.
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SMS PVA Service
Sending and receiving text messages have been part of cybersecurity scams for quite some time. Initially,
the scams centered on sending text messages to a wide range of mobile numbers, whether for a spam
advertisement or a scam operation. Monetization through text messages to prime numbers was also
common. Attackers would register a service to a premium SMS number, after which mobile phone
subscribers would send text messages to the prime number attached to the service, and the subscribers
would then be billed a certain amount of money. The billed amount is normally paid to the service owner
after the telecommunications company deducts a service fee. Also, in certain regions, fraudulent “service
subscription” manipulations through SMS confirmation were also common. This fraud scheme is very
similar, with the main difference being that the mobile subscribers are subscribed to a fake service and
are billed on a monthly basis.
With wider accessibility to mobile phones, many online services started to require mobile phone verification
through SMS confirmation codes. This created a demand for SMS reception services, and this demand
was met by enterprising individuals and groups, who would offer phone numbers for rent for a limited
or one-time use. To support operations, an infrastructure was built up. However, with new technologies
ready to be misused, the infrastructure has evolved accordingly.
In the 2000s, the services were mostly human-driven, but they received a boost in scale due to the
availability of subscriber identity module (SIM) banks in the 2010s. More recently, we are seeing the use
of compromised Android phones as a means to receive SMS.
The succeeding section briefly explores the evolution of how SMS services are provided.4, 5

Evolution of SMS Services
Human Resellers
In the early days, SMS validation codes were simply acquired from regular users who might be willing
to sell them for a small fee. Some underground forum actors would purchase multiple low-cost phone
devices, connect them to a computer, and use that as a service to sell access to text messages or even
phone calls.
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SIM Banks
Validation codes became so popular that a new product appeared on the market: SIM boxes or SIM
banks. These products allowed users to use multiple SIM cards in one device, with a single box being
able accommodate as many as 20 to 300 SIM cards.6 When such a box or a bank was connected to a
computer, a user would have the equivalent of “virtual” phones that are programmatically accessible from
the computer system. The widespread use of SIM banks for fraud was observed in 2013 to 2015. Multiple
cases were reported to be related to a fraudulent Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM),
other voice traffic termination, and the “SIM Box bypass fraud.”7, 8, 9 However, it was also common for
underground sellers to use SIM boxes for bulk SMS sales and short-term “virtual” phone rental.
However, buying and maintaining stacks of SIM boxes is not cheap and might even be impossible in
certain countries (such as Singapore), as telecommunications companies require proof of identification
just to buy a single SIM card.

SMS PVA
The solution to this, which we started seeing around 2018, was to have access to text messages through
infected phones. Criminal groups developed Android malware that allowed them to access the SMS codes
of infected phones and other SIM-card-equipped devices such as 4G routers and navigation devices.
Since SMS PVA operators did not have to pay for the actual hardware, SIM card, and the connectivity
service (the cost is covered by the unsuspecting user of an infected device), they could offer the SMS
verification code service at much cheaper prices compared to those sourced from SIM boxes. They could
even offer mobile numbers from countries that were previously off-limits.
There are several PVA services being advertised online, with some being advertised openly on YouTube,
Facebook, and on the websites of the services themselves. PVA service advertisements are quite direct:
“If you need phone numbers to register accounts on online platforms and services, contact us.” The
operators then follow up these advertisements with the number of phone numbers they have available at
any given time, and from which countries. Moreover, as this type of service is relatively new, they would
often include demo videos to show prospective clients how their service works.
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Figure 1. Samples of available SMS PVA services
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SMSPVA.net: Getting Mobile
Numbers and Verification Codes
In this paper, we explore and focus on one particular PVA service. The investigation of this service provider
started with us spotting an advertisement from a Facebook account named ReceiveCode.

Figure 2. ReceiveCode Facebook page

In August 2020, ReceiveCode’s first post advertised “bulk virtual phone numbers” for use on various
platforms such as Facebook, Google, Hotmail, Yahoo, Vkontakte, TikTok, Amazon, Alibaba, Uber, Twitter,
YouTube, LinkedIn, and Instagram. Based on the account name alone, one can already tell that it enables
one to receive the SMS verification code when registering to online services.
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Figure 3. One of the posts on ReceiveCode’s Facebook page

The first post is followed by a post in November 2020 that has an expanded list of platforms that it
supports. Additions to the list include online retail and service platforms such as Flipkart, Lazada, and
GrabTaxi. They also claimed to have mobile phone numbers for over 100 countries.

Figure 4. Another promotional post on ReceiveCode‘s Facebook page
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In both the preceding Facebook posts, the service provider advertises a free website called receivecode[.]
com where users can try and test their service, as well as a paid site called smspva[.]net that allows for
bulk paid subscriptions. This latter site is also a customer-facing portal where subscribers can log in to
use the service. There is also an API documentation page that serves as reference for their API; this is
also a confirmation that their target users require bulk numbers and employ some automation to use it.

Figure 5. The front page of smspva[.]net

The smspva[.]net API provides the following main functions:
•

Requesting and occupying (reserving) a phone number for a specified application (project ID) and a
country

•

Getting a verification code for a specified application (project ID)

•

Adding a phone number to the blocklist for an application (project ID)

•

Releasing a phone number (if not used); if not released via an API call, the phone number is
automatically released in five minutes
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The function “Request/Reserve phone number” of the API would request and provide a phone number for
the user. The user can optionally declare which country the number should come from. What is required,
however, is the project ID, which corresponds to the online service that the user will use that number for.
Some examples of projects or applications that the numbers are used for are Amazon, Twitter, Facebook,
QQ, TikTok, and more.

Figure 6. Drop-down menu to select the project

The list of available project IDs and matching applications is shown on the website. If the user wants to
receive an SMS for an application that is not listed in the available projects, then the user can request for
it to be added. They must provide the application name and a sample text message for that application.
The SMSPVA team then reviews the applications and adds new ones on demand.
When a number is requested by a user, the number would be temporarily “locked” for this user. The user
then can use that number or release it and request another one. The number gets automatically released
after timeout, which was set to five minutes at the time of this writing. After the user is done, the number
will not be available for the same application, but it can be used for other applications.
Request/reserve phone number API documentation
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Get verification code

The request “Get verification code” would, as the preceding picture shows, retrieve the verification code
sent by the online service via SMS to the phone number.
“Add phone number to blocklist” adds the requested phone number to a list that cannot to be used
anymore. As seen in the following image, it will be invoked when the SMS is received, or if the number
fails to provide the verification code to the user.
Add phone number to blocklist
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SMS Interception Through
Malicious Android Applications
We identified the SMSPVA service to have the following key characteristics:
•

Mobile phone numbers are provided for one-time use. It is not possible for the same phone
number to be used twice. The service providers also limit the usability of phone numbers to keep
potentially suspicious activity hidden. This design makes the service unsuitable for 2FA authentication
interception and other similar abuses, although there is still a possibility of accidental two-factor
verification code interception for some of the services.

•

The platform users can only request text messages for specific applications. The applications
are predefined by the platform owners — the owners tightly control the type of available applications.

These limitations and service restrictions raise a question: What are the mechanisms employed by the
SMS PVA operators behind ReceiveCode and smspva[.]net that allows them to maintain so many mobile
numbers in different countries? After all, the cost of maintaining so many phone numbers is not cheap
and does not match the cost of the SMS PVA service provided by this website.
We were able to answer this question by pivoting via the API URLs and the website itself. The API
name and functionality of smspva[.]net is unique and specific to this service. However, we were able
to find another domain called enjoynut[.]cn that has a very similar website hosted on the subdomain
lm.enjoynut[.]cn.
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Figure 7. Screenshots of smspva[.]net (left) compared to lm.enjoynut[.]cn (right)

The screenshots in Figure 7 show the login and API documentation pages for smspva[.]net (right) and
sm.enjoynut[.]cn (left) respectively. Both have the same login pages with the same logo, as well as the
same API documentation. When comparing user traffic between the two domains, smspva[.]net receives
far more traffic. Because of this, we believe enjoynut[.]cn was used as a test server, while smspva[.]net is
the production server.
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The enjoynut[.]cn connection is an important pivot point as the domain is used by several Android malware
variants.

Figure 8. Pivoting through artifacts using a VirusTotal (VT) Graph

The DEX file of interest on the graph is a file with sha1 e83ec56dfb094fb87b57b67449d23a18208d3091,
which we detect as a variant of the AndroidOS_Guerilla malware. This particular DEX file uses cardking.
enjoynut[.]cn as debug command and control (C&C) and uses sublemontree[.]com as the production C&C,
as seen in the following image.

Figure 9. Cardking.enjoynut[.]cn used as debug C&C and sublemontree[.]com used as production C&C
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This DEX file is designed to intercept the text message received on the affected Android phone, check
them against regular expression (regex) rules received from the C&C, and then send the C&C any SMS
message that matches the regular expression.

Figure 10. Code to intercept incoming text messages

Figure 11. Code to receive regular expressions from the server through a WebSocket
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Figure 12. Code to send text messages that matches the supplied regular expression

Using these code snippets and C&C traffic as fingerprints, we were able to identify two more DEX files
with the same functionality but different C&Cs, indicating an active development process and several
versions of both development code and production code of the Android malware.
It should be highlighted that not all text messages are intercepted by the malicious DEX files; rather, only
text messages sent by specific services and matched by the regex provided by the C&C were intercepted.
We believe this is done to prevent interfering with text messages that could be requested by the actual
phone user. Part of the strategy for the malicious activity is to remain low-profile and undetected on
the device. The covert and careful collection of only those text messages that match the requested
application allows the malware to remain on the phone without attracting the attention of its owner.
If the smspva[.]net service allows its users to access all the SMS messages on the infected phones, the
owners of the infected phones would quickly notice the problem. They might not receive text messages,
or receive text messages that they did not request for.
Also, by controlling the type of applications that the platform users can receive the text messages for, the
service provider can ensure that the real phone users are not exposed to types of text messages that
could lead to significant financial loss or account theft. Obvious malicious activity could quickly reveal
possible problems with the infected phone. Had the smspva[.] net service allowed, for example, theft of
2FA for banking apps, then the real users of the phone would quickly be alerted and the SMSPVA service
would quickly lose its most important asset, the infected devices.
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Use of Residential Proxies
Many online platforms and services perform additional checks during the registration process of newly
created accounts. For example, an IP address might be required to match the geographical location of
the phone number used to create the account.
Similarly, location-specific validation or restrictions could be applied to services or groups of services.
For example, certain content might be made available to only certain countries, or some promotional
campaigns might be executed only by regional marketing teams and the services be restricted to
customers from a particular country.
It is no surprise that SMS PVA users might rely on third-party IP masking services, such as proxies or
virtual private networks (VPNs), in order to change the IP address that will be recorded when they try
to connect to a desired service. Through careful analysis of Trend Micro™ Smart Protection Network™
(SPN) telemetry, we have identified that the users of SMS PVA services extensively use a variety of proxy
services and distributed VPN platforms to bypass the IP geolocation verification checks. We observed
that the user registration requests and SMS PVA API requests often come from an exit node of a VPN
service or a residential proxy system. This means that the users of SMS PVA services typically use them
in combination with some sort of residential proxy or a VPN service that allows them to select the country
of the IP exit node to match the telephone number used to register the service.
The use of proxies in combination with SMS PVA services is commonly used and mentioned in Chinese
language gray or black hat tutorials.10
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Putting It Together:
How SMSPVA.net and Android
SMS Interception Work
Hand-in-Hand
Say, for example, a cybercrime actor would like to create fake accounts in an online platform. Maybe they
want to do something that is outside the terms of acceptable use for that platform, or perform fraudulent
activities. What would this criminal do? For this hypothetical scenario, let’s use Carousell, Southeast
Asia’s biggest open marketplace, as an example.

Sign in for the PVA
service, pay.

Choose a "project." The project is the online service they
are capable of intercepting the SMS verification of.
In this example, we chose Carousell.

Account creation
success

Type confirmation
code on the platform
where the account
is registered and
continue registration.

Receive a
confirmation code
using PVA portal
request.

SMS intercepted
and sent to
PVA-related C2

On the PVA portal,
request a phone
number and type it
as a confirmation
number for SMS.

Initiate registration process
on the service website or
application until the
confirmation number for SMS.

SMS lands on the
victim phone while
intercepted and is sent
to PVA-related C2.

DEX file running on infected phone intercepts
SMS and matches regular expression:
.*Carousell.*?(\d{4}).*
SMS is not visible
to a phone owner.
This happens on the infected phone.

Figure 13. The process of using SMS PVA to create an online account (using Carousell as an example)
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1.

First, the threat actor would need to sign up for an account in smspva[.]net and top up their balance.

2. Then the threat actor would need to choose the project (as mentioned earlier, this is the online service
or platform that the service supports and that it is capable of intercepting SMS verification of). For this
scenario, the project is Carousell.
3. The threat actor can now create an account in Carousell as usual and fill the corresponding fields.
4.

For the mobile number field, the threat actor will request for a mobile number from smspva[.]net. The
service will supply the threat actor with a mobile number that can be used to fill the mobile number
field in the account creation process.

5. Carousell will then send a verification SMS to the mobile number with a one-time code. The malware
in the infected device will then intercept the SMS and send it over to smspva[.]net. Since the malware
registers itself as an SMS receiver service, the phone owner is not even notified that a text message
arrived because the malware gets to process this message first.
6. The threat actor can then get the verification code from smspva[.]net and supply it in the sign-up form.
Optionally, an individual can use a residential proxy service to match the geographical location of the
used phone number. After this, they are able to pass the verification check and an account is created.
After these steps, the victim’s mobile number will have an account on whatever platform or service
registered by the smspva[.]net user. Through SPN telemetry, we were able to collect a small sampling
set of the phone numbers, which were obtained from the SMS PVA platform by the actual users of this
service.
We examined this sampling set of victim mobile numbers and the WhatsApp and Telegram accounts
associated with them.* We discovered that most of the numbers have more than one account — a
Telegram or a WhatsApp account that most likely belongs to the phone owner and another account that
has a very different profile from the first one.
To illustrate, a mobile number from the Philippines is associated with a Telegram and a WhatsApp account.
The Telegram account has a profile picture and name that is consistent with someone from the Philippines;
however, the WhatsApp account appears to have a different identity and sports a profile picture of a
different person.

* For this paper, researchers used Social Links at https://sociallinks.io/.
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Figure 14. Illustration of infected device and fake accounts

In another example, we found an Indonesian mobile number with a matching photograph in WhatsApp
(presumed to be the real account of the owner), but a Telegram account associated with the same phone
number has a name written in Cyrillic. This account is presumed to have been registered using SMS PVA.

Figure 15. Another infected device and suspected fake account

The next two examples show one US number and one Malaysian number, both of which were registered in
Telegram, with both accounts using the same profile picture. The US number’s Telegram account has its
name written in Chinese, while the Malaysian number’s Telegram account has its name written in Russian.
Both Telegram accounts are most likely registered by an SMS PVA user.
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Figure 16. Suspected infected devices and fake accounts using same personal images

These are just a few examples of a common trend that we see with the numbers that we observed to
be obtained from the smspva[.]net service. Either the accounts have different names across different
services, or the country of the mobile phone does not match the language used in the account. Another
possible scenario is that information (such as account name or account picture) was reused across
multiple accounts. These mismatches raise obvious red flags.
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Impact and Implications
SMS verification has become the default verification method for many online services. The online platforms
and services assume SMS verification to be a good enough enforcement of a one-account per person or
phone policy, while many IT departments treat SMS verification as a “secure” black box validation tool
for user accounts. However, the existence of SMS PVA services means that the cybercriminals can now
abuse this assumption and profit from it.
While there are only a few reported instances of abuse as a direct result of SMS PVA services (which we
mention in this section), we can also infer other threat vectors based on previous uses of fake accounts.
Additionally, we can correlate previous malicious actions with ongoing trends in the modern threat
landscape.

Anonymity
Making online identity harder to trace is one of the key “OPSEC” principles of modern cybercriminals.
During our investigations, we frequently saw malicious actors using anonymization services to hide
origin IP addresses, match the addresses of victims, obfuscate machine artefacts, or use fake personal
information for domain registration and server infrastructure. SMS PVA services offer another anonymity
tool for their arsenal.
With SMS PVA services, cybercriminals can make use of disposable numbers for their account registrations
without worrying that the accounts and numbers can be traced back to them. Some countries require
identification when purchasing SIM cards, and this service bypasses that. It also emboldens malicious
actors to continue and increase activities — after all, they know that law enforcement requests about their
account won’t be traceable to them but to another person.
One use case we’ve seen is the binding of SMS PVA phone numbers to online financial services providing
buy-now-pay-later microfinancing. We identified several malware samples that used SMS PVA services
to acquire phone numbers, linked those numbers to the existing online payment service accounts, and
then attempted purchase transactions from an online shopping site. While we have only identified a few
samples of such activities, we believe that when automated, these accounts can be used at large to
perform illicit purchases or money laundering.
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Coordinated Inauthentic Behavior
Coordinated inauthentic behavior is often used to distribute and amplify information (often misinformation)
in social networks. This can be done at scale, fast, and with necessary precision through SMS PVA
services. Cybercriminals can launch misinformation campaigns or manipulate public opinion on brands,
services, political views, or government programs such as vaccination campaigns. It is also possible to
use SMS PVA services to inflate the reputation of bloggers and journalists or even trigger street protests.
We have discussed such scenarios in one previously released paper,11 but we can see how peddlers of
fake news can use SMS PVA services to create troll armies to achieve the effect they are after.
The SMS PVA service we highlighted is based on thousands of compromised smartphones spread across
various countries. With this service, SMS PVA users can register accounts using phone numbers from
specific countries and can launch campaigns using fake accounts pretending to be from the country
they are targeting. Meta (previously known as Facebook) publishes a monthly Coordinated Inauthentic
Behavior Report in which the use of fake accounts is present in almost all influence operations that
they’ve identified and taken down. SMS PVA services offer groups conducting influence operations a
convenient tool not only for registering social media accounts in bulk, but also for using mobile numbers
in countries that they target.

Abuse of Sign-in Bonuses
SMS PVA services were initially developed and used in China for direct monetization schemes, such
as cashing in on sign-up bonuses. On December 17, 2018, Starbucks China launched a promotional
campaign named “New Starbucks App registered-user gift” (Translated from the original: 星巴克App註冊
新人禮).12

Figure 17. Chinese Starbucks app
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The idea of the promotional campaign was that each new registered user would be given a coupon for a
free drink that would normally cost 30 to 35 Ren Min Bi (RMB) (US$5 to US$6 as of this writing). A criminal
group quickly leveraged this campaign to profit from these coupons. Within the first day, they registered
over 400,000 accounts by purchasing SMS verification codes13 and consequentially collected the “free
drink” coupons. Later, those coupons were sold on online selling platforms at a discount, effectively
converting the coupons to hard cash.
This, of course, is not the only example of promotion campaign skimming. On January 20, 2019, another
Chinese company, Pinduoduo, became a victim of similar activity.14, 15 The hackers exploited a loophole
and used thousands of mobile phone numbers to harvest RMB100 (around US$16 as of writing) worth of
coupons, which were quickly traded in for cash.
Sign-on bonuses in the form of promo codes can also be abused using the SMS PVA service. One example
of this is Bolt, a ride-hailing service popular in Eastern Europe, Africa, and Western Asia. Because Bolt
was in its growth stage, it encouraged new user referrals and incentivized this by giving away free ride
credits for every new account. Some SMS PVA services realized this as a potential monetization scheme
and even advertise having “unlimited discounted Bolt rides”16 as a reason to use the SMS PVA service.

Abuse of App Gamification Bonuses
17LIVE, also known as LIVIT in western markets, is a real-time interactive streaming service where content
creators like musicians, influencers, and artists can stream and interact live with their viewers. This
streaming service first started out in Taiwan and quickly became popular in Japan and Southeast Asia.
During the pandemic and subsequent lockdowns, 17LIVE enjoyed a boom as online real-time audience
interaction became a substitute for live events.
Content creators can earn from the platform through in-app coins given to them by their viewers. But
around 2018, 17LIVE, wanting to drive engagement, gamified the viewing experience by giving out virtual
red envelopes containing coins to the viewers. Red envelopes would be available on new or less popular
streaming channels; this would then drive viewers to their stream and lengthen the time viewers stay on
the platform. Of course, when given away, these coins have a corresponding cash payout for the streamer.
In a local incident in March 2021, 17LIVE removed this specific red envelope17 feature because of abuse.18
Such abuse consisted of bot accounts (created via an SMS PVA service) that were used to gather as
many red envelopes as possible. In turn, these red envelopes were monetized when the collected coins
were gifted to a streamer account that is owned by or working with the bot master.
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Circumventing Regional Restrictions
SMS PVA services were also used to circumvent government or country restrictions. For example, due
to new regulations in China19 banning all virtual currency trading and speculative trading, many online
trading platforms like Binance do not allow registration using Chinese phone numbers. This is done to
be compliant with regional regulatory requirements.20 SMS PVA is used as a tool by Chinese citizens to
circumvent this regulatory restriction.

Avoiding penalties and liabilities
Online platforms and services involved in the sharing economy maintain a more robust set of guidelines
and community standards because any abuse of the system can lead to personal injury or property
damage. Any abuse or violation of guidelines and community standards can result in penalties or legal
liabilities. But what happens when another person’s name is used to register to a service where serious
violations are committed?
In another interesting case reported in local news, Russian car-sharing service Delimobil accused a man
of being involved in a car accident.21 As it turns out, the account used for the car-sharing service was a
fraudulent account set up using the accused man’s name and disposable SIM cards for verification.
This highlights the potential impact fraudulent accounts have, both for the service provider and the victim.
Service providers and law enforcement might implicate the wrong person because of identity theft and
mobile numbers that are not traceable to the fraudster. In Figure 18, we can see an example of a Telegram
channel with over 25,000 subscribers. The channel sells premium accounts for car-sharing services in
Russia; furthermore, these premium accounts give users an opportunity to use luxury and sports cars
such as Porsche Cayman S. The price for the accounts is 2,500 Russian rubles (RUB) (around US$33 at
the time of writing).
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Figure 18. Example of a Telegram channel that sells car-sharing service accounts

Other Scams and Fraud
The pandemic and lockdowns saw a sharp increase in the number of unsolicited messages leading to
different types of scams and fraud. Almost every country has reported an increase, from the UK22 and
India23 to Singapore.24
Scams would range from job recruitment, parcel delivery, stocks investments, and romance scams,
just to name a few. Most of these unsolicited messages would be sent through text messaging or via
any popular messaging apps such as Line, WhatsApp, WeChat. SMS PVA services allow scammers to
register bulk accounts in any of the messaging apps and then use those accounts to send their lures and
social engineering tricks.
The availability of SMS PVA services also complicates the whack-a-mole process of taking down accounts
reported for spam or fraud activity. The people behind the spam or fraud can simply use another number
thanks to the almost unlimited supply they have because of SMS PVA.
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Consumer Privacy and Impact on Compromised
Phone Owners
The unwitting and unknowing victims here are the individual owners of infected smartphones. Most likely,
they are unaware of the infection. And if they don’t register to any of the apps that their phone numbers
were used for, they won’t even know that something is amiss.
But if you think about it, what we see here is the ability of a cybercriminal enterprise to monitor and
intercept text messaging from tens of thousands of devices all around the world, and then to make money
out of this interception by offering it to whomever needs it.
More importantly, this business is based on violating the privacy of all these individuals, and the
customizable regular expression patterns supplied by the C&C means that the SMS interception capability
is not limited to verification codes. It can also be extended to the collection of OTP tokens or even used
as a monitoring tool by oppressive regimes.
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Impact on Online Platforms and
Services: SMS Verification Can
Now Be Defeated at Scale
The discovery of these SMS PVA services, and the way such services intercept verification codes, should
make online services and platforms wary. These SMS services shake the foundation verified accounts
stand on.
This means two things for platforms that use SMS verification:
•

Cybercrime actors are now able to defeat SMS verification at scale.

•

There now exist verified accounts in different platforms that behave like bots, trolls, or fraudulent
accounts.

In this age of disinformation, fraud, and “stat padding” (inflated likes, followers, shares, retweets, reviews),
shared economy online services and platforms cannot just assume “authentic user behavior” on the basis
that an action is being performed by a verified account. Doing so might erode trust in their platform or
increase support costs due to scam and fraud reports. They might even be involved (directly or indirectly)
with personal injury or damage to property.
This also leaves an impact on current anti-fraud and inauthentic user behavior models being implemented
— these models now need to take into account actions performed by “verified accounts” as well as
unverified accounts.

Impact on Single Sign-on Services
Single sign-on (SSO) is an authentication scheme that allows users to use a single set of authentication
credentials to log into a group of services. It is often possible to use accounts from major service providers,
such as Google or Apple, to sign in on forums, social media platforms, or commercial services like hotel
booking services.
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A single-account-per-person policy is likewise enforced through an SMS confirmation code sent to a
mobile device. Many of these services, however, use in-app message delivery services, email verification,
or push notification to the devices to deliver any consequential confirmation messages. They do not
require consistent access to the same mobile number.
This design makes it possible to use SMS PVA services for bulk account creation in major platforms, since
access to the phone doing the registering and the SMS message is required only once.
Government portals and financial services also often enforce the one-account-per-person policy through
SMS confirmation, or use alternative SSO services.* Malicious users can utilize SMS PVA services to
create accounts on such portals, and this can lead to risks of user impersonation and identity theft. It can
also act as a component in alternative money laundry schemes.

* An example is available at https://verified.me/government-sign-in-by-verified-me/.
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Statistics
Geographical Distribution
In both of ReceiveCode’s Telegram and Facebook accounts, they update their country and mobile phone
count every few days. Looking into that information, we see Thailand, Indonesia, South Africa, the United
States, Russia, Colombia, Bangladesh, Mexico, Turkey, Angola, and India routinely make up the top 10
countries with smartphones affected by smspva[.]net.
Telegram group

Facebook page

Figure 19. Screenshot (taken December 2021) showing available phone numbers from different counties
as posted on ReceiveCode’s Facebook page and Telegram account

There are some differences in numbers if we calculate the number of infected devices per country based
on Trend Micro’s SPN telemetry data. We believe that these differences are due to the limited coverage of
our telemetry. However, we can verify that Indonesia, Russia, Thailand, and India are indeed among the
top countries with infected Android phones.
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Figure 20. Distribution of infections per country using Trend Micro SPN telemetry

Affected Smartphones
Using the same telemetry data, we can map the HTTP User-Agent (UA) strings of the infected devices to a
matching brand and phone model. The following diagram shows a breakdown of the mobile phones that
we identified to be communicating with smspva[.]net’s information collection back end:
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Figure 21. Top seven affected smartphone brands and models

Based on this information, we observe that the majority of affected devices are the budget brands
manufactured in original equipment manufacturer (OEM) or original design manufacturer (ODM) factories.
For example, Lava is an Indian mobile brand, but some models are manufactured in factories outside of
India; the Iris 88 model, seen in the Figure 21, is one of these. The concentration of compromised devices
among a relatively small number of manufacturers suggests that there might be more at play here than
just the usual attack vectors. Further investigation into other possibilities, like checking for compromised
links along the supply chain, might be warranted. One possibility is that the phones could have been
preloaded25 with malicious software that downloads SMS interception components, or an application that
installs these components.
As most of these devices are popular in developing nations due to their affordable price, the country
distribution of the infected phones is also skewed toward the following regions: Southeast Asia (Indonesia,
Thailand), South Asia (India, Bangladesh), the Middle East (United Arab Emirates), and Eastern Europe
lead the chart.
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Affected Online Platforms and Services
As mentioned previously, smspva[.]net has a drop-down menu listing their supported platforms. These
are the platforms for which they can parse the SMS verification message and extract the verification code.

Figure 22. List of platforms that the SMS PVA service can provide for

Because the URL or API of smspva[.]net is in plain text and it contains the “project ID” (the targeted online
service or platform) that the request SMS will be used for, we are also able to gather some data on which
platforms the affected phone numbers are being subscribed to.
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Figure 23. Platforms that infected phones are subscribed to

The top services are messaging apps (LINE, WeChat, WhatsApp, Telegram), social media (TikTok, Twitter,
Facebook), payment and finance (PayPal, Alipay, MoneyLion), content livestream (17LIVE aka LIVIT, EME
Hive), or online shopping apps (Jingdong, Flipkart).
Messaging apps are currently the biggest target of smspva[.]net users and can be linked to increased
spam and fraud from fake accounts in these platforms. Indeed, there have been increased reports in
romance scams,26 stock pump-and-dump schemes,27 tourist attraction fraud,28 and impersonation29 on
messaging platforms, with accounts most likely created using SMS PVA services.
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Figure 24. Screenshot of a romance scam in WhatsApp; the account was created using a mobile
number from Colombia, but the scammer claims to be from Singapore and Hong Kong.

Fake accounts on other platforms can have different use cases. For example, fake TikTok accounts
can be used to inflate followers and views. This service for stat inflation is indeed a service sold online.30
Outside of scams and stats inflation, SMS PVA services can also help criminals shield their identity when
receiving illicit money31 through PayPal accounts registered using a number from SMS PVA.
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Conclusions and
Recommendations
People used to appreciate online anonymity, and many saw the internet as a place where their real-world
identity is different from their online persona. But as the internet grew and changed, online identities
became tied to real-world personas (Twitter-verified accounts, influencers), public discourse (political and
misinformation campaigns), and real-world services (payment systems, food delivery, content-creator
revenue streams). Ultimately, the need for verified accounts has become increasingly important to assure
authentic behavior and prevent real-world harm.
The introduction of SMS PVA services comes at a time when the issue of online abuse originating from
fake accounts is becoming a controversial issue. In the UK, the Online Safety Bill is being hotly debated,
as respondents to a survey report that 72% of online abuse comes from anonymous accounts.32 The
Online Safety Bill calls for platforms to protect users from dangerous content, whether it be illegal material
(such as child pornography or terrorism-related material) or legal but harmful content. The issue of account
verification comes into play since most of this content originates from anonymous accounts.
At present, SMS verification is the only widespread mechanism to ensure that online accounts are created
by and for real people. This is part of the larger attempt to eradicate bots, fake personalities, or troll farms.
The existence of SMS PVA services brings to light the inadequacy and insufficiency of one-time SMS
verification as the primary means of validation. Clearly, online platforms should recognize the drawbacks
of this verification method and consider countermeasures. Further, as explained earlier in the paper, the
SMS PVA service is built on top of compromised Android devices, which brings another burning issue to
front — the vulnerability of smartphones, as well as additional diligence with regard to their supply chain.
Trend Micro is able to detect the malicious code and block traffic to C&C servers. But a comprehensive
solution involves challenging built-in fundamental assumptions with respect to account verification, more
effective content moderation, and being more conscientious about supply-chain security.
We propose the following recommendations for platforms, vendors, and users alike to improve the existing
situation moving forward:
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For Online Platforms and Services
•

Keep in mind that one-time SMS verification is not enough. As it stands, SMS PVA services
abuse the fact that SMS verification is only being done once during account creation. This abuse
can be countered by having periodic verifications to ensure that the mobile number used to verify
the account is really the day-to-day mobile number used by the account owner. On the other hand,
some applications send in-app verifications if the application is detected to be online. Still, this type
of verification does not prevent the use of SMS PVA services for acquisition of application accounts.

•

Exercise caution when launching sign-up or in-game bonus programs with monetary value.
We have seen groups quickly monetize sign-up and in-game bonuses because of their ability to
create bulk accounts. More stringent measures should be taken when launching these programs and
companies should implement additional verifications on top of SMS verification to prevent abuse.

•

Check the origin country of the mobile phone against the account profile created to help
detect some fake accounts. For example, if the mobile number does not match the ethical origin,
language, profile photo, and/or login IP address of the created account, such a mismatch is a red
flag. Additionally, if the user activity does not match the typical behavior of a user from that particular
region, this is also a sign that the account was possibly registered using SMS PVA services and
should require additional verification.

•

Look out for the reuse of a profile avatar image or profile attribute, as this is also a red flag.
This is particularly applicable to accounts created for romance, spam, and stocks investment scams.
These accounts are created in bulk, with photos of attractive persons reused as profile photos, and
names for the accounts randomly generated.

•

Advise investigators to pivot off the content in the messages. Most fake accounts post or send
the same messages, which can be used as an initial pivot to investigate the veracity of the account.

For Smartphone Vendors
•

Ensure the provenance of the devices you sell under your brand name. There have been welldocumented cases where devices were pre-infected with malware. We recommend checking our list
of devices in the statistics section to see which companies are involved in the manufacturing process,
both in the assembly and firmware creation. Other security vendors have also published lists of
identified devices33 in previous supply-chain compromises. It would be wise to check the common
vendors involved and take appropriate action.

•

Practice vigilance with respect to ROM images and updates. Ensure that all the applications
included in default ROM images of the devices, the ROM image itself, and the components that
perform ROM update (FOTA/OTA) are trusted and/or come from trusted sources.
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For consumers
•

Consider security when buying your smartphone. Research into your mobile phone manufacturer
and find out if it has a good reputation for security before making a purchase.

•

Secure your phone. Make sure there is no malware running in your smartphone that allows these
SMS PVA services to abuse your mobile number.

•

Periodically analyze the contents of the device. Trend Micro offers Mobile Security Solutions34 to
detect and mitigate malicious applications.

•

Choose only trusted applications. Do not install untrusted applications or applications from
untrusted sources on your device.

•

Be careful with regard to ROM images. Do not use unverified ROM images on your phone devices.
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Appendix
Indicators of Compromise (IOCs)
Dex SHA1s:
•

24b24990937b4265e276db8271b309c05e1d374b

•

6a65e2a484f49e82a0cea5a1c2d5706314f0064a

•

e83ec56dfb094fb87b57b67449d23a18208d3091

Domains:
•

Smspva[.]net

•

Enjoynut[.]cn

•

Sublemontree[.]com

•

Lemon91[.]com

•

Lemon91[.]top

Detections:
AndroidOS_Guerilla.
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